
UNGUIDED MISSILE
PAKISTAN DEMAND FOR A JOINT PROBE IS UNWARRANTED, BUT

INDIA MUST GET TO THE TRUTH OF THE MISSILE MALFUNCTION
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The accidental firing of a missile by India into Pakistan could have led to serious,

unintended escalation of tensions between the two nuclear-armed countries, but,

fortunately, that did not happen. The Government of India has said the incident, on

March 9, happened in the course of routine maintenance, due to a technical

malfunction. India has ordered a high-level Court of Inquiry. The Chargé d’affaires of the

Indian High Commission in Islamabad was called twice by Pakistan to convey its

concerns. Pakistan has alleged that the incident “indicates many loopholes and

technical lapses of a serious nature in Indian handling of strategic weapons”. Islamabad,

which termed the inquiry as ordered by India as insufficient, demanded a joint probe. It

has also sought the involvement of the international community to promote “strategic

stability in the region”. As it moved closer to India in recent years, the U.S. has suspended

its fixation with the conflict between the two neighbours, but the fear of nuclear

escalation in the region is very deep in Washington’s strategic thinking. India’s global

image of being a responsible nuclear power has been built over decades of restrained

words and thoughtful action. The security of its nuclear command and technical

capabilities has never been in doubt. This incident frays that reputation and measures

must be taken to restore the confidence of the international community in India.

There has been no official word from India on which missile was involved, which

Pakistan has said landed 124 km inside its territory. The description by Pakistan — that

the missile was travelling at three times the speed of sound, at 40,000 feet, and is a

surface-to-surface missile — has led to speculation that the accident involves the

BrahMos supersonic cruise missile which is now in the inventory of India’s three Services.

India became a member of the Missile Technology Control Regime in 2016, an

acceptance by major powers of India’s status as a reliable defence partner that is

capable of handling its strengths and contributing to global security. India is developing

more missile systems, including a hypersonic variant. The handling and the launch of

any such missiles are highly regulated with checks and balances to avoid accidents. This

accident also has echoes of another incident in February 2019. A day after the Balakot air

strike, as fighter jets of India and Pakistan were engaged in a dogfight near the LoC, an

Mi-17V5 crashed in Budgam shortly after take-off from Srinagar killing its personnel

onboard and a civilian on the ground. The Court of Inquiry confirmed that it was shot by

an Israeli-origin Spyder surface-to-air missile system of the IAF. India must leave no

scope for any doubts about its capacity to handle nuclear and other military assets. That

objective can be achieved without a joint probe with Pakistan or any international

involvement, but the objective must be achieved nevertheless.



MURDEROUS PRIDE
THE SENTENCING OF THE CONVICTS IN A CASTE MURDER CASE

IN TAMIL NADU IS A RARE BLOW FOR SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE
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The recent sentencing of the leader of a caste outfit to life-long imprisonment has

brought some closure to the horrific killing of a Dalit youth in western Tamil Nadu in

2015, purportedly committed to uphold the pride of a dominant caste. Unlike most

emblematic cases of such ‘killings for honour’, the murder of V. Gokulraj, an engineering

student, was not done by or at the instance of the family of a girl belonging to the

dominant caste. Rather, it was by a gang led by S. Yuvaraj, who ran his own caste outfit

and did not know either the victim or his friend, but had chanced upon them engaged

in a conversation in a temple. It was likely that he sought to create a sense of awe

among his own community’s youth by seizing on the opportunity to punish a man from

a downtrodden community. After a quick interview to ascertain their caste status, he

sent away the girl, who belonged to his own community, escorted by a couple from his

own group. In a chilling sequence of events, Yuvaraj and his accomplices abducted the

youth in their vehicle and devised a plan on the fly to kill him and make it appear to be

a suicide. They forced him to talk about taking his own life and recorded it on a phone,

and even dictated a ‘suicide note’ to be planted later on his body. After strangling him

to death at an isolated spot, Yuvaraj severed his head and tossed the torso on a railway

track and the head nearby.

Yuvaraj, who ran a group called Dheeran Chinnamalai Gounder Peravai, emerged as a

key suspect after CCTV footage near the temple showed him and his accomplices

leaving the temple with Gokulraj. Over the next few weeks, it was clear that Yuvaraj was

after popularity, as during the three months he was absconding, he made public

recorded messages and even appeared in a television discussion. Ultimately, this

chutzpah proved to be his undoing, as he confirmed on air that he had confronted the

couple at the temple but claimed he had left them there. The law, however, went by the

principle that the accused with whom a slain victim was last seen, must explain his

absence satisfactorily. The investigation saw some setbacks, when a DSP probing it died

by suicide, while during trial, several witnesses turned hostile. The victim’s mother, V.

Chitra, who obtained an order from the Madras High Court to transfer the trial from

Namakkal to Madurai, Special Public Prosecutor B.B. Mohan and investigators who

compiled technical and forensic evidence deserve plaudits for the successful

prosecution. In a State where prosecutions under the Scheduled Castes and the

Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act often flounder, the sentencing of 10

persons, all for the remainder of their lives, is a rare blow for substantive justice.


